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INDIA: A NATION OF GODMAN OR MEN MISUSING GOD?
-NIHARIKA VERMA1
INTRODUTION
God and faith are huge things in India and actually throughout the world. Holy man is a variety
term used in India for a type of fascinating Guru. They usually have high profile presence and
capacity to grab the attention of society. May be some more in the world’s largest representative
than most other places. Not similar to theocratic countries, ‘Holy man’ and ‘God’ of not just
solitary, but different beliefs and sects hold way here than other foreign countries.
This might illustrate or consider being the illustration of the secular essence of the nation, it also
marshal to the increase in the digit of what could be stated ‘holy’ or ‘unholy’ men and women,
totally determining on individuals beliefs and perspectives. The recent disclosure about the
‘divine preoccupations’ of holy man in the sacred limits of their ashrams (place of religion
retreat) have been awful; the reason is not they were deprived of such attributes in past. During
the time of the Maharaj libel case (1862) through tempt of Chandraswami and Dheerendra
Brahmachari, to concurrent saga of Dera and Asaram Bapu, the list is nerve ending. But this span
of eventuality of sex, murder and mayhem, which were repeatedly taken place in their ashrams.
That the holy men were able to chase their absorptions for years without grabbing the attention
of the state is not surprising, given the network between political power and religious formations,
but it is actually culpable.

Mankind sink victim to such con-men
From a stretch, the holy men of our nation are darkly droll. Guru Ashutosh Maharaj, whose
followers have stockpiled his body in a freezer since a mortal heart attack three years ago,
affirming that he is meditating, His family wishes to scorch him, Punjab and Haryana High court
sided with his supporters, spotlighting the ‘freedom of conscience’. The dead of 30 people and I
guess more than that following the Gurmeet Ram Rahim Singh’s conviction of rape should be
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shaded such mirage of graciousness. The resolution against the spiritual leaders and the follower
who prompts rioting (section 146 of the Indian Penal Code) from his religious group, the Dera
Sacha Sauda. The mess of holy men is about religion less than politics, while few are delegated
by Hindutva nationalism. The most active of these is Yogi Adityanath, the BJP and CM of Uttar
Pradesh, who gave order to the followers to convert100 Muslim women for each and every
Hindu women converted. This type of diction costs lives; Gauri Lankesh, a journalist and
detractor of the Indian far-right, was murdered in Bangalore outside her home a few months
back. Asaram Bapu, a holy man who got substantial plots of land from political party for his
religious centre (ashram). In an aloof foreshowing of Singh, Bapu fought arrest for rape by
battering in one of his ashrams, while his followers attacked journalists.
Few holy-men and their not-so-good holy deeds
Gurmeet Ram Rahim Singh
Dera represent the edge of the edge: equal to the courting the branch of the Davidians or the
family of Manson. The 15 years detain between Ram Rahim’s apparent rapes and his arrest
voices volumes about Indian politics, none of them are positive. He superscripted the BJP in both
2014 assembly elections and Lok sabha elections in Haryana in same year. He was not so good
to win against the Amarinder Singh’s Congress when supported the saffron party in Punjab. In
2009, the Dera enlarged his support to the Z plus security cover the UPA gave him in 2007.
Chhatrapati issuing stories about charges of rape on Ram Rahim. Political activist recollects how
on October 2002, at a public meet, Chhatrapati explained the threats in detail which he was
receiving. He was shot, after 2-4 days. Political activist says even though he was fighting for his
life in hospital for around 3-4 weeks the Hayarana polices under OP Chautala did not taken any
dying declaration . In short, the rapist had hung a label of all politicians, put on sale to self.
Religion is a private event and my beliefs and business. The problem arises when a fraud religion
Guru who is rapist, showcases their propinquity to the political power by sharing the stage with
them. Using their aid, relief and charitable works in forefront that they can focus socially
underprivileged in the caste matrix, the idea which they want to convey is that holy man is touchme-not, politically approved by the bureau which they keeps.
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Khatter didn’t pluck up courage to put on Dera just because he was loaded under political
support which he received in 2013-2014. ‘You scratch my back and I will supposed to scratch
your’ Khatter do not able to take away the opportunity with Ram Rahim’s lush nails harrowing
out deep. Common man properties and blameless lives are having low labels to pay to hold on to
seasonable friendship.
On 2017, August25, Special CBI court in Haryana, conveyed its adjudication in sexual assault
suit regarding Dera, detecting that Ram Rahim accountable of two rapes, he was taken into
custody.250, 000 people or more than that in Haryana headed towards court premises. Followed
by the conviction and there was a violent protests. On 28, August 2017, Special CBI court
convicted him 20 years imprisonment, 10 years for each rape decision should be served back to
back.
Asaram Bapu
The 76 years old, non black beard guru spread self-restraints and phrasing one’s parents. The
holy man who given the idea that the Valentine’s Day was from foreign culture invasion in our
country. He was arrested in 2013 after a teenage fanatic accused him for raping her at religious
function. Other females’ supporters also accused him for rape, in AFP profile. He has been in
imprisonment since 2013 for rape and other criminal charges. His son Narayan Sai who in
spiritual empire was senior functionary also convicted for rape.
Yet the spiritual consecutively stimulates devotion and 1000s of their followers march towards
court even when there so called guru appears for hearings.
Well he was in more conflict because of local newspapers reported about the mysterious killings
of witness.
Mehndi Kasim
Bombay court in May 2016, April sentenced the 43 years old holy man for raping the seven girls
for life imprisonment. Kasim well known follower have four mentally challenged sons and fine
daughters. He assured them to cure their sons from the disability just they are supposed to send
their daughters to him for well treatment that would ensure them to give birth to fit and fine
children.
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Swami Premananda
Swami left Sri-Lanka and moved to India in 1984 to build a religion retreat place in
Tirruchirappali. But in 1994, a 13 year old minor girl alleged that she was pregnant after being
raped by the cruel rapist Swami Premananda. In 1997 he was convicted for the same.
Gnyan Anachaitanya
He was sentenced for 14 years of imprisonment for murdering three of his followers. After he
got release, a British family convinced that he raped his daughter. He sexually abused and
tortured the women. One of the woman escaped from their and field a complaint against him and
Gnyan Anachaitanya was arrested again.
Conclusion:
Every point of time a fake baba perches exposed, one of them shocking about the fact of blind
faith of the supporters who all are failed to see the real face of someone who was a con man at
foremost, and a murderer, rapist at poorer!
What charms people to these types of fake god men? Why that desperate craving of need to faith
someone has a fastest way to God than you do? Wanting reason and a perception of way, we all
are promptly inviting someone who can look up to and follow. Our surroundings and families
provide a sensation of meaning and the reason to most, and the work which we all do.
Research says that we sense most suggestive and satisfied when we do charity and serve to the
needy people. That the reason we all looking for something beyond our day to day life. But
unfortunately we got trapped into the con-guru who all are eagerly waiting for us.
Today’s modern India looks like a modish nation with scientific inceptions, and bullet trains and
expansive highways, but lay in social condition stinking of medievalism, caste discrimination,
religious practices of deliberately preventing the facts , gender inequality and superstitions.
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